Abstract. The youngest low-mass protostars are known to be chemically rich, accreting matter most vigorously, and producing the most powerful outflows. Molecules are unique tracers of these phenomena. We use ALMA to study several outflow sources in the Serpens Main region. The most luminous source, Ser-SMM1, shows the richest chemical composition, but some complex molecules are also present in S68N. No emission from complex organics is detected toward Seremb 8N, which is the least luminous in the sample. We discuss whether these differences reflect an evolutionary effect or whether they are due to different physical structures. We also analyze the outflow structure from these young protostars by comparing emission of CO and SiO. EHV molecular jets originating from SMM1-a,b and Ser-emb 8N contrast with no such activity from S68N, which on the other hand presents a complex outflow structure.
Introduction
Deeply embedded Class 0 objects, the youngest low-mass protostars, present all kinds of chemical and kinematic complexity. The chemical richness is related to the physical processes associated with star formation within cold clouds of dust and gas. Deep inside, the gas is swept up and shocked by jets and outflows, while in parallel the material is heated, sublimates from the grains, and ultimately accretes onto the protostar through the disk. Class 0 sources accrete matter most vigorously, also producing the most powerful outflows (Bontemps et al. 1996) , hence investigating this stage of protostellar evolution can provide a wealth of information about processes related to star formation.
Most of the outflowing molecular gas is present in relatively slow, massive and wide flows of entrained material. However, for some protostars an extremely high-velocity (EHV) component has been seen in e.g., CO, SiO, and SO, probably representing the original driving jet (e.g., Bachiller et al. 1990; Santiago-García et al. 2009; Hirano et al. 2010; Tafalla et al. 2010) . Observing these very young jets could provide a tool to understand the launching mechanisms, interaction of the outflow with the envelope and chemical composition of the original jet.
Chemical complexity of the young protostars is particularly striking in the hot cores, 2 Tychoniec et al.
where complex organic molecules can be detected. These molecules are of great importance in the context of understanding the origin of pre-biotic species, as many of those carbon-based molecules are building blocks of life as we know it. Since first detection of hot cores toward low-mass protostars (van Dishoeck et al. 1995; Cazaux et al. 2003) , many more studies were dedicated to observe more sources that host complex organics (e.g., Bergner et al. 2017) or targeting one of the protostars and scanning its submillimeter spectrum to detect a wealth of complex molecules (Jørgensen et al. 2016) . We use the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) to study four Class 0 objects in the Serpens Main region (Eiroa et al. 2008 ) located 436 pc away from the Sun (Ortiz-León et al. 2017 ). This small sample is attractive since it contains an intermediate mass protostar SMM1-a (100 L ⊙ ; Kristensen et al. 2012) as well as EHV molecular jets toward three protostars (SMM1-a, SMM1-b, and Ser-emb 8N). The highresolution (0.5") Band 6 (1.3 mm) ALMA observations yield spectra and maps showing various molecules. Here we present the analysis of CO and SiO emission in the outflows along with detections from complex organics molecules in the protostellar cores.
Molecular jets
Three outflows show a distinct high-velocity component in CO (2-1). Fig. 1 presents a comparison of those components. The luminous source SMM1-a has the highest velocity for the peak wing intensity. However, as no luminosity estimate is known for the SMM1-b and Ser-emb 8N, we cannot conclude whether or not there is a relation of the bolometric luminosity and EHV velocity. Inclination can also significantly change the observed radial velocity. We further discuss each source separately. Comparison of redshifted EHV components in the line wings of all observed outflow spectra with labels marking the velocity at which the EHV component reaches peak intensity. Flux density was normalized to the maximum CO intensity for each source. For SMM1-a the normalized flux was multiplied by factor of 5.
Serpens SMM1-a is the most massive protostar in the Serpens molecular cloud. A CO (2-1) jet with velocities up to 90 km/s was observed by Hull et al. (2016) . The entrance of the outflow cavity wall is clearly delineated by the continuum dust emission, as well as in free-free emission (Hull et al. 2016 ). It appears that the molecular jet interacts heavily with the outflow cavity wall, as is indicated by enhanced 13 CS emission on the side of the outflow where the EHV CO jet is currently pointing (see Fig. 2, right) . SMM1-b is another protostellar component in the SMM1 system, discovered by Choi (2009). Hull et al. (2016 Hull et al. ( , 2017 ) present the high-velocity molecular jet toward the SMM1-b in CO and SiO respectively. The latter work also reveals that SMM1-b is a binary system itself with the eastern component powering the EHV jet. This source shows a clear example of the evolution of the fast collimated jet into a slow molecular wind in CO emission (see Fig 2, left) . Ser-emb 8 (S68N) is a protostar in the north-west part of the Serpens core. The outflow from S68N appears wide and evolved, with several spot shocks present in SiO, probably indicating interactions between the outflow and the surrounding cloud. This flow does not show signatures of EHV jets, consistent with the more evolved nature of the central source.
Protostar Ser-emb 8N is located about 10" north-east from S68N. This source shows a high degree of collimation, even at low velocities, suggesting that the outflow is very young (Arce & Sargent 2006) . There are symmetric high-velocity bullets on both sides of the jet, probably related to the outbursts of the accretion activity. Although geometrically symmetric, the blueshifted component appears as more powerful with stronger SiO and CO emission (Fig. 3) . 
Complex organic molecules
With the high sensitivity of ALMA observations, a number of complex organic molecules are detected toward SMM1-a and S68N. Notably, no such emission is present in Ser-emb 8N and SMM1-b. Detection of carbon based complex molecules was reported for SMM1-a (Öberg et al. 2011), while S68N is a new detection of a hot corino, hinted by the presence of methanol in the source position by McMullin et al. (1994) . Table 1 shows the summary of detected molecules. Both SMM1-a and S68N have methanol, methyl formate, and dimethyl ether in their cores, while vinyl cyanide and ethylene glycol are present only toward SMM1-a. Emission from complex molecules is resolved, with peak of the emission located within the continuum source, with notable asymmetries for SMM1-a (Fig. 4) The luminosity of Ser-emb 8N and SMM1-b are poorly known, but based on their millimeter continuum they appear less massive than SMM1-a and S68N. Hence, the presence of the complex organic molecules may be dependent on the luminosity of the source, as the central protostar provides enough energy to heat up the dust in its immediate surroundings to the ice sublimation temperatures of ∼ 100 K out to a large enough distance. It appears that, as we detect EHV emission toward SMM1-a alongside with complex organic molecules, detection of hot core chemistry as a signature of a more evolved source (Santangelo et al. 2015; De Simone et al. 2017 ) seems to fall. However, the interpretation of the CO jet from SMM1-a is not straightforward. There is no corresponding EHV emission in SiO, which is the case for Ser-emb 8N and SMM1-b, and the slow CO outflow has an opening angle of ∼ 90
• , which can be interpreted as an indicator of a more evolved source. 
Summary
We detect the high-velocity jets toward 3 out of 4 Class 0 objects, which suggests that these phenomena may be more common but detectable only at high sensitivity observations. We also present detections and resolved images of complex organic molecules in the cores of two protostars. These results highlight new opportunities to study outflows from young protostars enabled by ALMA, as well as its unique place as the state-of-theart astrochemistry tool, which brings us closer to understanding the path of complex molecules from interstellar clouds, through protostellar envelopes and disks, to planets.
